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Type-II phase-matched second-harmonic generation in ferroelectric liquid crystals
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The experimental configurations that permit phase-matched second-harmonic generation in ferroelectric
liquid crystals have been analyzed. The materials have been assumed to behave as uniaxial positive with
normal wavelength dispersion of refractive indices. It has been found that both type I and type II phase
matching are possible for a general configuration and the corresponding effective second-order susceptibility
coefficients have been calculated. However, with the usual homeotropic geometry, only type I phase matching
can be achieved. Under planar alignment, types I and II are accessible in theory, but the large birefringence of
most materials usually prevents both possibilities. Nevertheless, a compound, whose properties are suitable for
type II phase matching observation, has been found. The effect has been confirmed experimentally and the
results agree well with the theory.@S1063-651X~98!08705-4#

PACS number~s!: 42.70.Df, 42.65.Ky
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I. INTRODUCTION

Second-harmonic generation~SHG! in ferroelectric liquid
crystals~FLC’s! has recently received much attention in co
nection with the potential use of these materials in photon
@1–4#. As is well known, the SHG process is most efficie
when the so-called phase-matching~PM! condition is ful-
filled @5#. At PM the whole crystal participates in the secon
harmonic conversion, whereas if there is a phase mism
Dk, the crystal length that is useful in producing the seco
harmonic power is restricted to the so-called cohere
length l c5p/Dk.

If two waves of frequencyv and polarizationsj and k
combine to give a wave of frequency 2v and polarizationi ,
then the phase mismatch is given byDk5k2v

( i ) 2kv
( j )2kv

(k) .
Here we have assumed thati , j , andk describe linear polar-
ized waves whose polarization directions coincide with th
of the eigenmodes of propagation in the crystal.k2v andkv

refer to the wave vectors for the second-harmonic and f
damental beams, respectively. Two different types of PM
commonly distinguished in the literature@5#. In type I j
5k, while in type II j Þk.

It is a well known fact that SHG in FLC’s is phase matc
able. This characteristic was already found in the early
periments@6,7# and is due to the large birefringence of th
materials and their relative low dispersion. Assuming
uniaxial approximation, the process is described asee→o
~two extraordinary waves atv produce a 2v ordinary wave!
and, therefore, the PM is classified as type I. The experim
is typically performed on a homeotropic geometry, in whi
the angle of incidence for PM is easily accessible~typically
0°–30°!. Evidently, given the low symmetry of FLC’s~point
groupC2!, it is to be expected that some other experimen
configurations can give rise to PM as well. The purpose
this paper is to analyze this problem in detail. We will fin
that several possibilities for both types of PM do inde
exist, but, unfortunately, are not easily observable in prac
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using the common alignments~homeotropic or planar! in
liquid crystals. However, we will present measurements
one material in which type II phase-matched SHG is succe
fully demonstrated.

II. THEORY

In this section we will examine the configurations f
phase-matched SHG in FLC’s. We will assume that the m
terials behave as positive uniaxial and show normal disp
sion. This does not represent any important restriction
slightly colored~or transparent! compounds.

The experimental geometry is indicated in Fig. 1. T
light is incident along the negative direction of the laborato
Z axis, which makes polar and azimuthal anglesu and f
with respect to the coordinate system (x,y,z) attached to the
material. Here,z is along the molecular directorn and y
along the direction of the spontaneous polarizationPs . Fi-
nally theX axis of the laboratory frame lies on theZz plane.

In the laboratory system, the polarization eigenmodes
light propagating alongZ have components~1,0,0! and
~0,1,0!, with refractive indicesne(u) andno , wherene(u) is
given by

S 1

ne~u! D
2

5
sin2 u

ne
2 1

cos2 u

no
2 , ~1!

whereno and ne are the ordinary and extraordinary indice
of the material.

The electric field amplitude of the second-harmonic ge
erated by incoming light with frequencyv and electric field
componentsEj

v ( j 5X,Y) can be expressed as@8#

Ei
2v5(

j ,k
vS m0

« D 1/2

di jkEj
vEk

v
12eiDkL

Dk
, i 5X,Y, ~2!
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57 5635TYPE-II PHASE-MATCHED SECOND-HARMONIC . . .
whereDk is the phase mismatch defined above,L the inter-
action length, anddi jk are the coefficients of the secon
order susceptibility tensor for SHG referred to the laborat
frame. In Eq.~2!, « represents an average permittivity of th
material for optical frequencies andm0 is the magnetic per-
meability of vacuum.

There are in general four terms on the right-hand side
Eq. ~2! ~although the two cross termsdi jk anddik j are equal!.
However, if PM occurs (Dk50), one term is usually domi
nant over the rest. Under these conditions, the standard
mula for the second harmonic powerP2v is obtained@9#:

P2v}deff
2 L2 sinc2S DkL

2 D , ~3!

wheredeff is the so-called effectived coefficient. This pa-
rameter coincides with thedi jk element for which the PM
takes place~type I! or is equal to 2di jk ~type II!. In Eq. ~3!,
sincx5sinx/x.

Now, in the case of FLC’s, there are two possibilities f
PM ~see Fig. 2!. These are denoted asee→o ~type I! and
eo→o ~type II!. For the first case the relevant coefficient
deff

I 5dYXX and for the second case we havedeff
II 52dYYX.

These coefficients depend on the direction of incidence
the fundamental beam and on the materiald tensor. This
tensor is usually expressed with reference to the sample
ordinate system and, assuming Kleinman conditions, ta
the form

d5S 0
d21

0

0
d22

0

0
d23

0

d14

0
d23

0
d14

0

d21

0
d14

D ~4!

in reduced notation. Making the transformation betwe
laboratory and sample axes we finally get

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the laboratory (X,Y,Z) and sample
(x,y,z) coordinate systems used to analyze the SHG proces
FLC’s. The light comes along the negative direction ofZ, which
makes polar and azimuthal anglesu and f with respect to the
sample frame. The polarization eigenmodes of the incoming l
are alongX ~extraordinary! andY ~ordinary!. The sample system is
taken with thez axis along the molecular directorn and they axis
along the spontaneous polarizationPs .
y

f

r-

f

o-
es

n

deff
I 52d14 sin 2u cos 2f1d21 cos2 u cosf~cos2 f

22 sin2 f!1d22 cos2 u cosf sin2 f

1d23 sin2 u cosf, ~5!

deff
II 522d14 sin u sin 2f12d21 cosu sin f~2 cos2 f

2sin2 f!22d22 cosu sin f cos2 f. ~6!

These equations together with the conditionDk50, that is,
no

2v5ne
v(u) andno

2v5@no
v1ne

v(u)#/2 for types I and II, re-
spectively, define the PM angular positions and SHG e
ciencies. These last equations can be simplified somewha
approximating Eq.~1! to ne

v(u)'no
v1Dn sin2 u, whereDn

5ne
v2no

v is the birefringence at the fundamental frequen
@7#. We get

sin2 u5Dnd /Dn ~7!

for type I PM and

sin2 u52Dnd /Dn ~8!

for type II PM, whereDnd5no
2v2no

v accounts for the dis-
persion of the material.

We now turn to analyze these results in special cases.
PM position can be only achieved by tuning theu angle in

in

t

FIG. 2. Wavelength dispersion of the ordinaryn0 and extraor-
dinary ne refractive indices in FLC’s.ne(u) is the extraordinary
index when the incident light propagates along a direction t
makes an angleu with the molecular director. The two possibilitie
for PM are illustrated. Type I PM (ee→o) is achieved~a! when the
conditionn0

2v5ne
v(u) is fulfilled. Type II PM (eo→o) is attained

~b! whenn0
2v5@n0

2v1ne
v(u)#/2.
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order to varyne
v(u). This can be accomplished by rotatin

the sample about theY axis with a fixed incident light direc-
tion. On the other hand, only the configurations with eith
f50 or f5p/2 are accessible in practice. The first one
available using homeotropic orientation while the second
be achieved typically under planar alignment. We will
restricted to treating these two important cases.

For light propagation on the tilt plane~Fig. 3! we have
f50. Thendeff

II 50 anddeff
I takes the more familiar form

deff
I 52d14 sin 2u1d21 cos2 u1d23 sin2 u. ~9!

This is the configuration where most experiments have b
performed. There is no type II PM, and, to achieve maxim
conversion in type I, the fundamental light should be pol
ized alongX.

The second possibility to be discussed occurs forf5p/2.
Equations~5! and ~6! then reduce to

deff
I 5d14 sin 2u , ~10!

deff
II 522d21 cosu ~11!

and, therefore, both types of PM can in principle be o
served.

On the other hand, it is interesting to have an estimate
the u angle required to observe both types of PM. Taki
birefringence and dispersion values typical for FLC
Dn50.2,Dnd50.03 @10#, Eqs.~7! and~8! yield u523° and
u533° for types I and II, respectively. The size ofu permits
one to detect easily type I PM using homeotropic samp
~Fig. 3!. Due to the existence of a molecular tilt angleu t of
nearly the same magnitude asu, the phenomenon occur
close to normal incidence, as has been determined by m
experiments. In contrast,u values are too small to permit th
observation of PM using planar samples, since the angle
refraction are strongly limited by Snell’s law~Fig. 4!. In
particular, this would explain the lack of observations of ty
II PM up to now. In order to achieve this objective, materia

FIG. 3. Experimental geometry for observing phase-matc
SHG in homeotropically aligned FLC’s. The helix in the Sm-C*
phase is unwound by an electric field parallel to they axis. The
light propagates on the tilt plane. The~type I! PM condition is
found by rotating the sample about they axis. Type II PM is not
possible.
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with smaller Dn and/or largerDnd are required. We will
return to this point in the next section.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The chemical structure of the compound selected for
study is shown in Fig. 5. It belongs to a family ofortho-
platinatedb-diketonate complexes whose nonlinear optic
properties have been reported elsewhere@11#. Although the
molecule has not the typical rodlike shape, the material
haves optically the same as conventional FLC’s@11#. The
temperature dependences ofu t and Ps are classical, with
saturation valuesu t530° and Ps555 nC/cm2. Likewise,
both linear and nonlinear optical properties are compat
with point group C2 for the ferroelectric phase, which i
characteristic of a normal smectic-C* (Sm-C* ) structure.
However, as is explained below, the values ofDn andDnd
are a bit unusual in comparison with those of calam
FLC’s.

For a frequencyv corresponding to a wavelengthl
51064 nm~the light of a Nd:YAG laser!, the material has a

d
FIG. 4. Experimental geometry for observing phase-matc

SHG in planar samples. The helix in the Sm-C* phase is unwound
by an electric field parallel to they axis. The PM condition is found
by rotating the material about thex axis. Both types I and II PM can
be reached in principle. However, in most materials the requireu
value is so small that Snell’s law does not allow this situation to
achieved.

FIG. 5. Chemical structure and phase sequence on cooling o
compound studied.
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rather low birefringence in the Sm-C* phase, withDn
50.076 at the Sm-A– Sm-C* transition point, increasing to
Dn50.095 at 20 °C below the ferroelectric transition@11#.
On the other hand, the dispersion of the material is somew
high ~presumably due to the presence of absorption band
the green-blue part of the spectrum!; Dnd50.043, practically
constant all over the Sm-C* range@11#. With these data and
using Eq.~8! we get au value for type II PM in the range o
70°. For the geometry of Fig. 4 and assuming an aver
refractive index of 1.6, this means an angle of incidence
about 35°, which in principle is experimentally achievable

The experiment was performed using the configurat
schematized in Fig. 6. The sample was planarly aligned
glass cell treated with nylon 6/6, which was deposited us
the procedure described in Ref.@12#. Rather good alignmen
was attained given the large sample thickness~59 mm!, al-
though some defects were visible over most of the sam
area. Obviously, better alignment quality could have be
achieved with thinner cells. However, here it was import
to have a sample where the interaction length was as larg
possible in order to make evident the PM contribution to
second-harmonic signal. A dc electric field of 2 V/mm per-
pendicular to the glass plates was applied to the sampl
unwind the helix in the Sm-C* phase. The temperature wa
kept fixed during the measurements atT590 °C. At this
temperature it was checked with a polarizing microscope
the molecular director had the desired horizontal disposit

The setup for SHG measurements was described e
where@13#. The fundamental light came from aQ-switched
Nd:YAG laser. The plane of polarization of the incident lig
made an angle of 45° with the horizontal plane in order
maximize the type II PM contribution to the secon
harmonic signal. The sample was rotated about the ver
axis and the experiment was carried out by monitoring
component of the second-harmonic light polarized in the v
tical plane as a function of the angle of incidence.

Under these conditions and according to Eq.~2!, the am-
plitude of the second-harmonic field along the vertical dir
tion is given by

FIG. 6. Experimental geometry for detecting type II phas
matched SHG. The helix is unwound by an electric field perp
dicular to the substrate surface. Theu angle was varied by rotating
the sample about a vertical axis, which was perpendicular to
molecular director and spontaneous polarization. The fundame
light was polarized at 45° and the second harmonic beam was
larized on the vertical plane.
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EY
2v5vS m0

« D 1/2H d14 sin 2u
12eiDk1L

Dk1

22d21 cosu
12eiDk2L

Dk2
J ~Ev!2

2
, ~12!

where

Dk15
4p

l
@n0

2v2ne
v~u!# ~13!

and

Dk25
4p

l H n0
2v2

1

2
@ne

v~u!1n0
v#J . ~14!

The second-harmonic powerP2v can be obtained by squar
ing Eq. ~12!. Clearly three contributions appear. Two
them are of the form of Eq.~3! and correspond to the term
that give rise to types I and II PM. The third term is the cro
term and is negligible if large interaction lengths are used
Fig. 7 these three terms and the whole SHG have been p
ted for our sample as a function of the internal angle
refraction. For this plot,di j , Dn, andDnd were taken from
Ref. @11#.

FIG. 8. Experimental SHG signal~dots! as a function of the
angle of incidence for the geometry of Fig. 6. The continuous l
corresponds to the simulation results.

-
-

e
tal
o-

FIG. 7. Calculated values ofP2v for the experimental disposi
tion of Fig. 6. The optical data were taken from Ref.@11#. The three
contributions to the total SHG signal are separated. The peaks
responding to type I PM~ee-o term! and type II PM~eo-o term!
are clearly visible.
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As can be seen, the second-harmonic intensity profil
symmetric with respect to the normal incidence position.
the other hand, it should be noticed that most part of
curve is not observable since angles of refraction larger t
about 35° are impossible to get in this material. Howev
fortunately, the peak of the type II PM contribution can
reached.

The measurements are represented in Fig. 8 together
the simulation results. The experiment could not be con
ued beyond an angle of incidence of 46° because the l
beam was blocked by the sample holder. Anyway, a pea
sufficiently well defined, with its maximum at about 40°.
fairly good agreement is found with the theory, thus confir
ing that the signal is due to type II PM.

It is also worth mentioning that another peak~not shown
in Fig. 8! was observed at negative angles of incidence
accordance with Fig. 7. This second peak, however, was
perfectly symmetric but had smaller magnitude and was
n,
.
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defined. This discrepancy was attributed to an asymmetr
the angular positions for light blocking at negative and po
tive angles and/or to low sample quality.

In summary, we have studied the conditions for observ
type II phase-matched SHG in FLC’s. It has been found t
the phenomenon is not usual for conventional materials
der common alignments. However, we have presented
example in which the effect has been demonstrated. The
gular PM profile is in rather good accordance with the sim
lations.
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